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Stuff they have or do in England
Posted by mr. emunah - 19 Jun 2013 18:09
_____________________________________

this is a thread in honour of our english phriends.

They have fish n' chips there...

========================================================================
====

Re: Stuff they have or do in England
Posted by Lizhensk - 04 Jul 2013 00:54
_____________________________________

July 30-august1

========================================================================
====

Re: Stuff they have or do in England
Posted by moish u.k. - 08 Jul 2013 20:16
_____________________________________

But i thought you live in Lizhensk...!

========================================================================
====

Re: Stuff they have or do in England
Posted by Dr.Watson - 08 Jul 2013 21:41
_____________________________________

stuff they have in England.

Heat waves.
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sometimes...

========================================================================
====

Re: Stuff they have or do in England
Posted by zvi - 08 Jul 2013 21:45
_____________________________________

That's quite soon- it'll probably be quite expensive if you don't want to use easyjet...

========================================================================
====

Re: Stuff they have or do in England
Posted by zvi - 08 Jul 2013 21:46
_____________________________________

We won the tennis! (Ok, he's Scottish, but we're not counting are we?)

========================================================================
====

Re: Stuff they have or do in England
Posted by Lizhensk - 09 Jul 2013 02:09
_____________________________________

They have a LOT of clouds

and speaking of weather, they DONT have the sun there

========================================================================
====

Re: Stuff they have or do in England
Posted by Gevura Shebyesod - 09 Jul 2013 02:30
_____________________________________

They walk around with umbrellas even when it's not raining.

========================================================================
====
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Re: Stuff they have or do in England
Posted by Dr.Watson - 09 Jul 2013 03:10
_____________________________________

Lizhensk wrote:

They have a LOT of clouds

and speaking of weather, they DONT have the sun there

it's been over 80 degrees recently 

========================================================================
====

Re: Stuff they have or do in England
Posted by Gevura Shebyesod - 09 Jul 2013 03:20
_____________________________________

According to the chart you posted it was only 26 degrees.

Oh I forgot, they have funny thermometers there too 

========================================================================
====

Re: Stuff they have or do in England
Posted by Dr.Watson - 09 Jul 2013 03:24
_____________________________________

26 celsius = 79 faranheit. coldest day this week 

========================================================================
====

Re: Stuff they have or do in England
Posted by Dr.Watson - 09 Jul 2013 03:28
_____________________________________
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Gevura Shebyesod wrote:

They walk around with umbrellas even when it's not raining.

A gentleman is not fully dressed without his umbrella

========================================================================
====

Re: Stuff they have or do in England
Posted by Pidaini - 09 Jul 2013 11:42
_____________________________________

Then you must not be a gentleman, Doc, no umbrella in ur Avatar!!

========================================================================
====

Re: Stuff they have or do in England
Posted by Dr.Watson - 09 Jul 2013 12:30
_____________________________________

What makes you think I'm fully dressed? 

========================================================================
====

Re: Stuff they have or do in England
Posted by Pidaini - 09 Jul 2013 18:12
_____________________________________

And that's in the heat wave!!! could you imagine what he wears when it's cold?!

========================================================================
====
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Re: Stuff they have or do in England
Posted by inastruggle - 12 Jul 2013 05:43
_____________________________________

I LOVE THIS THREAD.

I love teasing people about where they live.

Disclaimer: Only because we're all in golus so our current countries are just temporary and not
really our homes anyway. (obviously this doesn't apply to Eretz Yisroel so when i make fun of
Israelis it's a whole nother reason)

Too bad zvi isn't gonna be here for a while...

========================================================================
====
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